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Hortus
Waitapu is an enforced mythic boundary between natural and
supernatural – crossed only by the courageous individuals, bold
enough to explore the unknown and push the limits of human
consciousness and ability. That is how the concept is described
in the allegoric novel Waitapu, written by Joža Horvat, a writer
from Međimurje, a globetrotter and an antifascist.
In 2010 the band Waitapu started working on their first album
called Bassonic Lodge, released in 2011 for the French label
Fresh Poulp Records. This spontaneous collaboration with the
French dub scene that initially inspired the band resulted with
concerts in France, Germany and Austria. The band's new album,
Hortus, has perfect timing – it is being released for three
independent labels: Croatian PDV Records, Canadian Ill In The
Head Records and Slovenian God Bless This Mess Records.
It is available as an LP, CD and in digital distribution.
Hortus is a thought through concept album about the band's
journey, in search for a new sound. Simultaneously, this musical
expedition has taken them in an opposite direction, back to their
roots. The album is inspired by French dub, psychedelic rock and
modern bass music, but also with folklore of Međimurje region
and literary work of Croatian author Joža Horvat.
… The line orders, prescribes, forbids… It emphasises
what is allowed and what is not… We are surrounded by lines,
obstacles and prohibitions. Like rings, the rules encircle us and
put pressure on all aspects of life. Mankind cannot advance
unless the lines are crossed and deleted, and laws are
challenged and changed. If humans have not stepped on or
crossed the line, no one knows how backward we would have
stayed…
- Joža Horvat -
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